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THE SALES PROCESS FROM A BUYER'S PERSPECTIVE

G Many Buyers start their search on line
# They search for the right community, the right Realtor and to get

a feel for the properties and prices available. 

G Choose Your Realtor
# Choose your Realtor based on who you like, who You trust and

who will understand your needs.
• Do they live in and know the town?
• Does the person seem like someone you would enjoy being

with?
• Are they a full-time Realtor

# Do they have useful materials on their website
• Read about the company
• Read about the Realtor

G First Appointment for a Buyer  
# Schedule a first meeting in the Realtor’s office to get acquainted
# Prepare for the meeting by reviewing forms which you will need

to complete or sign
# Review Connecticut’s Agency Policy

G During the First Meeting
# You and the Realtor should discuss Buyer Agency

• At the beginning stage of a relationship, the Realtor will
need to ask you “Have you signed a Buyer Agency
agreement with any other firm?” If you have a signed
Buyer Representation agreement, they can not talk to you
until that Agency is cancelled. The code of ethics prevents
them from interfering with another Realtor’s client
relationship.

# You and the Realtor should discuss your needs
• It is likely that the Realtor will have selected one or more

homes for you to see based on your preliminary e-mail or

#
phone discussions.

You and the Realtor should review the papers you will need to 
sign• If you do not sign a Buyer Agency Agreement, the Realtor

can only show you the firm’s listings.
• Ok - you are able to sign- But do you like and respect this

Realtor you are now with?? This same question is in the
Realtor’s mind. “Is this someone I would like to
represent?”



• This often unspoken concern determines whether you want
to sign for a trial period (a week or less) or for the normal
period of 6 months to a year

• At the end of any trial period, you and your Realtor must
decide whether or not to continue the agency relationship
on a normal basis.

G If you agree to have the Realtor represent you, your Buyer-Agent will:
# recommend Mortgage companies for you to consider, if you are

not already pre-approved (offers by pre-approved Buyers are
always given more weight by the Seller); See Mortgage Process

# set you up on automatic e-mails of homes which come on the
market and seem to meet your needs;

# recommend lawyers familiar with Greenwich real estate
transactions for you to consider

# develop a plan of action to find your home, review it with you
and begin implementing it.
• Your Buyer-Agent will find homes for you to see that meet

as many of your criteria as possible.
• During this search your Agent will give you their opinion on

how that home’s price fits into the market, so that when
you decide to bid on a home you can make an educated
price decision.

 G Bidding On A Home
# Once you have found a home you wish to bid on, your

Buyer-Agent will:
• Check the property’s history
• Review with you the Owners Disclosures:

< Lead Paint disclosure (for homes built before 1978)
< Residential Property Disclosure
< Mold Disclosure

• Research issues at Town Hall such as: septic, wetlands and
Certificates of Occupancy

• do a CMA (Comparative Market Analysis), if it appears to
be needed;

• Discuss strategy with you and, following your directions,
negotiate exclusively in your interest.

# Once you have an agreement on price, terms & contingencies
(including the mortgage amount needed by the Buyer) and
closing date
• your Buyer-Agent will prepare a written offer.
• Offers and counter-offers are normally submitted orally

and not in written form, until agreement has been reached.



• The written offer, even though signed by the Buyer, is
non-binding, does not include a check (Binder) and simply
represents a good faith agreement between the Buyer and
the Seller. Binders are not used in Greenwich.

 G Contracts
# The Seller’s attorney uses the written offer to draw up a contract

and submits the contract to the Buyer’s attorney. The Buyer’s
attorney uses it to make sure the contract meets the terms of
the Buyer’s offer. 

# While the contract is being drawn, the Buyer’s Agent will provide
the Buyer with recommended inspection services and will
schedule the inspections for the Buyer.

# Inspections usually consist of a physical inspection of the home
(including termite) and its systems. After which the inspector will
provide the Buyer with a written report.
• During the inspection it is important for the Buyer to

accompany the inspector. This is an excellent opportunity
to really understand the house. Additionally, listening to
the inspector you will learn more detail than can normally
be put in a report.

• A Radon canister will be left in the basement and/or first
floor. The canister should be left in place for several days,
before being picked up and analyzed. If the property has a
well, it is advisable to check for flow as well as Radon in
the water. If Radon is found, it is normally the Seller’s
responsibility to install a Radon remediation System.

• Inspections can normally be cleared in one week.

# When the Buyer’s attorney receives the contract, he/she will 
• review the contract to be sure it is in the proper name(s)

(Single Name, Joint Tenants or Tenants in Common) and
contains all terms agreed upon;

• review any terms requested by the Seller which are not in
the standard contract normally used by the real estate
attorneys;

• arrange title search and title insurance;
• Abstract of Title  -  A past history of ownership of a

particular property examined by an attorney to determine
if there are any defects which would prevent passage or
transfer of clear title to the next owner.

• arrange a property survey, if warranted.



# The contract will normally provide for:
• all inspection contingencies to be cleared before it is

signed;
• what is included or excluded from the sale;
• a 10% deposit to be sent with the contract signed by the

Buyer. This deposit may be held by the Seller’s Attorney or
passed on to the Seller.

• a date when any mortgage contingency is to be cleared (usually
three to four weeks);

• a closing date when the title of the property will be transferred
and the other 90% of the purchase price will be paid.

# Once the Seller has signed the contract and returned a copy to
the Buyer’s attorney, the Seller is committed and the Buyer is
committed if they are able to obtain a mortgage.

# Once the contact is signed, the Buyer’s Agent will:
• provide Buyer with recommended insurance agencies to 

consider;
• arrange for the Buyer’s mortgage appraiser to gain access

to the property and provide the appraiser with comprables 
to help the with their assessment. (Many appraisers do 
not live in Greenwich and can not distinguish how the 
different parts of town may affect price);

• request a list of utilities and service people used by the
Seller and help the Buyer make the changes.

G Pre-Closing
# Before Closing the Buyer and their Buyer Agent will want to

make sure:
• insurance is in place before the closing;
• utilities such as gas, electricity, cable and phone will be

turned on in the Buyer’s name by the time of the closing
(Utilities require the Buyer and Seller to contact them
directly.);

• the alarm company is scheduled to set-up new alarm
codes;

• locksmith is scheduled to change the locks;
• the moving company has committed to a convenient

moving date.



# Pre-Closing Inspection
• Several hours before the closing the Buyer, their

Buyer-Agent and sometimes the Seller’s Agent will “walk
through” the house to make sure there have been no
material changes.

• The Buyer will want to try every faucet, toilet, air
conditioner and anything else they can think of. The house
should be in the same working order as it was during their
building inspection.

• The property should also be essentially unchanged. If a
large tree has fallen or something material has changed,
the Buyer and their Agent should immediately call the
Buyer’s attorney and Sellers’s Agent and request
compensation for the problem at the closing.

• The home should be “Broom Clean” and all personal
property should have been removed.

• Another area to check is to make sure that all of the
fixtures not specifically excluded in the contract are still in
the house.

G Closing
# Once the mortgage and any other contingencies have cleared, the sale

can be closed at any time the parties agree.
# Closings used to be in the Bank holding the mortgage. Outside of

Greenwich, it may be held in the title insurance company’s office. In
Greenwich, normally the closing is in the Seller’s Attorney’s office, but
can be in either Attorney’s office.

# It is increasingly less common for the Seller, their Agent or the
Mortgage company to attend the closing. Papers can easily be signed
in advance and held in escrow by the Seller’s attorney.
• It is important if any issues are found during the pre-closing

inspection that the Buyer’s Agent immediately inform both
attorneys.

# The Buyer’s attorney will review the papers, explain any clauses to the
Buyer and review the HUD-1 Settlement Statement which the Buyer’s
attorney had previously provided to the Buyer.

# The Buyer provides personal checks for expenses and adjustments.
# The Buyer, and/or their mortgage company, gives the Seller’s attorney

a certified check for the remaining 90% of the purchase price. The
Seller’s attorney deposits it into their escrow account and uses the
funds to pay off any Seller expenses including their mortgage.

# Seller’s attorney will deliver to Buyer’s Attorney, a clean title (deed),
free of any encumbrances (mortgage or liens) and will provide Buyer
with keys to the house and any garage door openers.
• The type of deed (warranty or quitclaim) is not normally

important, what is important is the substance of the deed.



G Post Closing
# Buyer’s attorney will immediately record the sale (deed and

#
#
#

mortgage) in the Town of Greenwich’s land records 
Buyer changes locks and alarm codes for the house. 
Buyer starts delivery of newspapers & magazines.
Buyer forwards mail to their new address.



THE MORTGAGE PROCESS
Most buyers need a mortgage to finance their purchase. Depending upon the price
of the house and your credit score it may be easy or hard to get a mortgage. The
real issue is to get the loan that's right for you -- the mortgage with the lowest
cost and best terms.

G Start Early
# Ideally the Buyer should start the mortgage process before looking for

a home and certainly well before bidding on a home. By meeting with
loan officers in advance and identifying mortgage programs, it won't
be necessary to quickly find a lender, check credit, and rush into a
financing decision that may not be the best option.

# Purchases usually require buyers to apply for financing and clear their
mortgage continency within 30 days.

# Buyers who are already pre-approved are in a stronger bargaining
position. 
• Pre-approval takes pre-qualification one step further. The lender

will verify the Buyer’s income, assets, debts and credit history,
and then issue a letter stating that the mortgage is approved for
a certain amount within a certain time frame, subject to an
appraisal of the property.

• Pre-Qualified for a Mortgage is the first step in which the lender
collects income, debts and repayment capability information
from the borrower to determine credit worthiness and financial
ability to qualify for a loan. The lender does not verify any of the
information. Pre-qualification" is non-binding to the lender and
only serves as an indication the buyer might be qualified to get
a mortgage.

G How Much Can you Borrow
# First and foremost, you must determine how your mortgage payment

will fit your current budget and, to some extent, your future
obligations 15 to 30 years down the road.
• Start by using one of the on-line calculators and numerous

mortgage rate sites, such as:
• www.bankrate.com or
• www.office.microsoft.com/en-us/results.aspx?qu=calculators

http://www.bankrate.com
http://www.office.microsoft.com/en-us/results.aspx?qu=calculators


 # Check Your Credit Rating. Every time you apply for a credit card or
other type of loan, the lender checks your credit history. These checks
show up as inquiries on your credit report.
• The three main credit reporting agencies are: Equifax, Experian

and Trans Union. You are entitled to a free credit report, but be
careful where you go to get it. You are giving out personal
information. www.credit.com is a reliable source.

• To get a complete credit picture, sign up for FICO Deluxe.
www.myfico.com Your FICO Score is relied on by most lenders
to determine your credit worthiness. FICO scores, are numbers
tabulated using software by Fair, Isaac & Company.
< FICO scores run from about 600 to 850. The higher the

score the less you will have to pay for a loan.
< The Median Score is 723. For the best rate your score

should be over 760.
< Normally, credit inquiries hurt your FICO Score. Presently,

Fair Isaac ignores all mortgage related inquiries that occur
within a 30-day prior to the date the credit score is
tabulated.

• Late payments, especially recent ones, and high debt carry the
most weight in lowering scores.

• If you find errors in your credit report or if your score is lower
than you would like sign up for FICO Deluxe than discuss it with
your Mortgage Company. 

• If you are planning in advance, it would be wise to sign up with
a credit reporting company such as credit.com, Equifax Triple
Protection or Fair Isaac Score Watch 

G Decide which type of Loan would be Best For You
The once simple task of comparing fixed rate mortgages has been replaced
by a maze of options and varying definitions. There are literally dozens of
loan types available, too many to discuss here. Some of the obvious choices
are adjustable rate (ARM) or a fixed mortgage.
# Adjustable Rate Mortgages: If you are going to be staying in your

home for only a short period, an ARM might be the best idea. The
initial interest rate will be lower than the fixed rate, however the rate
will usually change every year based an index such as LIBOR or
One-Year Treasury Notes plus a pre-determined margin.
• If You decide on an ARM, check out the index it is tied to. Some

indices rise more rapidly than others.
• ARMs usually have two caps (limits):

< The annual cap limits how much the interest can change
(high or low) from the previous year.

< The lifetime cap limits the maximum interest rate that can
be charged for the life of the loan. 

• There are a great many variations for ARMs. The rate can be
fixed for 3, 5, 7 or 10 years and then change.

http://www.credit.com
http://www.myfico.com


# Fixed Rate Mortgages: Fixed rate mortgages give stability, for which
you pay a somewhat higher interest rate. If you are going to be
staying in your home for seven years or more, a fixed interest rate
might be the best. If rates go down, you can always re-finance.

G How long do you want the mortgage term?
# Usually mortgages are between 10-years and 30-years.

• In general, if you have the discipline and can pre-pay without
penalty, a longer mortgage gives you the option to pay less
when you need to but allows you the flexibility of paying more
when your are able. This is type mortgage is often called a
Smart Mortgage.

# Other Considerations
• Lenders will often ask to have you pay real estate taxes,

principal, interest and insurance (PITI) as one payment each
month. This is usually not necessary.

• PMI (Private Mortgage Insurance) may be able to reduce your
monthly payments or it may just add cost. Check it out. 

G Find a Mortgage Company You like and Trust
# Real estate financing is available from numerous sources, including

local banks, local mortgage brokers and on-line companies.
# Unless you have an established relationship with a mortgage lender, it

is best to work with someone locally your Buyer-Agent knows. Based
on his or her experience, your Buyer-Agent can provide you a list of
lenders with a history of offering competitive programs and delivering
promised rates and terms.

# Be careful about on-line lenders. They may sound good, but what are
you going to do if they let you down. Our experience with on-line
lenders has not been good. They are the most frequent cause of Dry
Closings.
• A Dry Closing is one that is complete in all of the contract

requirements except for the final fund disbursement and
delivery of documents. Sometimes a closing is dry because the
Seller or Buyer refuses to close and the other party wants to call
their hand. More often a Dry Closing occurs because an
out-of-state mortgage company gets their funds later than
scheduled. If the funds are delayed, usually the documents are
held in escrow pending their receipt.  



G Apply for a loan
# Applying for a loan is the easy part. Getting the required documents

together is the difficult part.
# Start by downloading and completing the Uniform Residential Loan

Application Form from the Anderson Associates Library of
downloadable forms. www.GreenwichLiving.com/Forms.htm

# The application asks for information about your job tenure,
employment stability, income, your assets (property, cars, bank
accounts and investments) and your liabilities (auto loans, installment
loans, mortgages, credit-card debt, household expenses and others).

# You'll have to supply additional documentation including paycheck
stubs, bank account statements, tax returns, investment earnings
reports, rental agreements, divorce decrees, proof of insurance, and
other documentation.

# The lender will run a credit check on you to take a look at your credit
status.

# If the lender deems you creditworthy, the lender will give you a
pre-approval or, if you have selected a property, the lender will likely
hire a professional appraisal to make sure the value of the home you
are about to buy is truly worth your loan amount (usually no more
than 90% of the purchase price).

# RESPA requires your lender or mortgage broker give you a Good Faith
Estimate of settlement charges and other disclosures within three
days of applying for a loan. 

# You should also receive a Truth in Lending Disclosure Statement
which will show you the Annual Percentage Rate (APR). The APR takes
into account not only the interest rate, but also points and other fees,
such as mortgage broker fees. Ask for the APR up front. Because
there are a number of ways to calculate an APR, you may want to
calculate your own APR to truly compare loans. 

G You can visit as many lenders as you like and get several pre-approvals (or
pre-qualifications), but keep in mind that each one carries with it a new
credit check, which will show up on future credit reports. A lot of credit
inquiries may hurt your FICA credit score. Additionally, the more people you
ask for pre-approval or pre-qualification, the less likely any of them will be
interested in working hard for you. In almost every instance, it is better to
select one mortgage company you like and stick with them. 

http://www.GreenwichLiving.com/Forms.htm


G Mortgage Commitment
# Once your loan application is processed, the property has been

appraised and the Lender’s underwriter has approved the loan, the
Lender will issue a Commitment Letter.

# Make sure you get a copy of the appraisal. You paid for it. 
# The Commitment Letter will spell out the loan amount, expiration

date, locked in rate (if desired), and the property address. Any
outstanding conditions required by the underwriter will be listed.
• Typical conditions are homeowner’s insurance, title reports and

title insurance. 
• Commitment Letters are usually good for about three months,

but can be updated by supplying current asset and income
information. 

G Closing
# Once the Lender is ready to close, the attorneys for the Seller, Buyer

and Lender will coordinate a closing date convenient to them and to
the Buyer and Seller.

# The Closing will normally be in the office of the Seller’s or Buyer’s
attorney. In many instances, the Lender’s attorney may not even
attend and will give the Buyer’s attorney a check in escrow. 

G Post-Closing
# Immediately after the closing, Buyer’s attorney will record the sale

(deed and mortgage) in the Town of Greenwich’s land records.
# After the closing, Lender will review all of the documents and often

provide you with a post-closing package. This should include your
appraisal (if you have not already received a copy).

# Your attorney will also give you a package of all of the documents you
signed.
• Be sure to give your accountant a copy of the closing statement.

# Finally you are ready to enjoy your new home.



CLOSING COSTS

Closing Statement (often called Settlement Costs)
A closing statement is a document that summarizes all funds received by the Buyer
and the Seller at closing and all funds paid by the Buyer and the Seller for various
expenses of the transaction. For all closings involving federally insured loans, the
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA)
http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/sfh/res/respamor.cfm requires that this
information be reported on a form from the federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) call a HUD-1 form. This form will be provided by your
Lender or Attorney. RESPA also requires your lender or mortgage broker give you a
Good Faith Estimate of Settlement Charges when you apply for a loan.

Buyer Closing Costs
Typically, in addition to the remainder of the purchase price, the Buyer pays for a
portion of the property taxes, the cost of all inspections (usually paid before the
closing) and all costs associated with the loan (appraisal fee, lender fees, fees to
establish an escrow balance for homeowner’s insurance, taxes and pre-paid
interest), title search, title insurance, recording fees and their attorney’s fee.

Seller Closing Costs
Typically the Seller pays the balance due on any outstanding mortgage loan, the
Seller’s portion of the property taxes, commissions to real estate agents (normally
one check is cut for the agent representing the Seller and one for the agent
representing the Buyer), their attorney’s fees for the deed and drawing the
contracts and conveyance taxes. 

Prorating Expenses
Certain items such as real estate taxes, some utility bills (including oil still in a tank
actively used for heating) are prorated at closing. Prorating occurs when each party
is responsible for a portion of an expense. For example, property taxes are
assessed in advance as of January 1 and July 1. If the closing date is between these
dates, the Buyer will be responsible for the remainder of the taxes until the next tax
payment.  There can also be prorations for some municipal improvements to the
property such as sidewalks, sewer lines or street repair as well as association
expenses or common interest charges at coops or condominiums. 

Conveyance Taxes
This tax is paid by the Seller to the State and to Greenwich.
The State Tax has two parts:
½ percent up to $800,000 in sales price, and;
1 percent above $800,000 (nicknamed the mansion or Fairfield county tax)
The Greenwich Municipal Tax
0.0011% (just over a 1/10 of a percent or about $1 per thousand)

http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/sfh/res/respamor.cfm


Typical Closing Cost Example
The following example is based on closing costs for a $1,300,000 house with an
$800,000, 30-year first mortgage at 7% interest with a fixed monthly payment of
$5,322.42 (interest and amortization). Real Estate Taxes are estimated at $5,650
per year and insurance costs are estimated to be $2,400 per year. 

This example assumes that inspections are completed and have already been paid
by the Buyer. These fees are grouped into POC (Paid Outside of Closing) on the
HUD-1 Settlement Statement. Building inspections including radon and termite
average $400-600, homes with septic or well could be more.  Lead paint inspections
run approximately $300. 

This example assumes that contracts have been signed and that a 10% down
payment ($130,000) has been given to the Seller with the signed contract. Because
the Buyer is paying more than 20% in cash, mortgage insurance would not
normally be required. 

The example does not address adjustments (prorated expenses). 

Not all expenses in the example will actually be assessed, for instance: the loan fee
or the survey fee or the escrows. Expenses and Fees to some extent depend upon
your credit rating and bargaining power.

Expense Item Buyer Seller

Appraisal Fee $325

Credit Report Fee $50

Flood Certification $20

Prepaid Interest (30 days) $4,667

Loan Origination Fee (1 point) $8,000

Underwriting Review $175

Survey Fee 600

Home Owner Insurance Escrow (2 months) $400

Real Estate Tax Escrow (6 months) $2,852

Document Preparation Fee $250

Attorney’s Fee $2,000 $2,000

Lender’s Attorney’s Fee $400

Recording Fee $70

Conveyance Taxes (Greenwich & State) $9,880

Real Estate Tax Service Fee $90

Title Search $150

Title Insurance $3,650

Real Estate Commissions (5%) $65,000

Remainder of down payment before Mortgage $370,000
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